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Summer 2013 June 26, 2013

Problem Set Advice
 Based on a handout by Tim Roughgarden

This handout contains information about the problem sets for CS161 – how to approach them, 
what we're looking for when grading, etc.  We hope that this will prove useful as you start work-
ing on the first problem set.

General Advice
Here are some general pointers about how to approach the problem sets.

• Look over the problems early.  Algorithm design takes time, and even simple algorithms 
can be surprisingly tricky to develop.  We suggest reading over all the problems as soon as 
the problem set goes out so that you will have the time to play around with them over the 
course of the week.

• Don't submit your first draft.  When you come up with an algorithm and a correctness / 
runtime proof for it, your first iteration will likely have some rough edges or parts that 
ended up not being necessary.  We strongly advise against submitting your very first draft 
of your answers.  Taking the time to clean up your proofs and clarify your algorithm will 
both cement your understanding of the material and help your overall assignment grade.

• Work on your own before working in a group.  Although you are allowed to work in 
groups (more on that later on), we strongly recommend not doing so until you have already 
thought about each of the problems and tried out various solutions.  The homework prob-
lems tend to have solutions that are not particularly complicated but which require some 
insight to discover.  If you immediately start working on the problem sets in a group, you 
will miss out on the opportunity to come up with these insights on your own.

Submission Instructions
When submitting problem sets, please be sure to put each problem on its own page or pages. 
This makes the assignment easier to divvy up across TAs.

You have three options for submitting assignments.  Any of these options will work for us:

1. Hand in a physical copy of your answers at the start of class.  This is probably the easiest 
way to submit if you are on campus.

2. Submit a physical copy of your answers in the filing cabinet in the open space near the 
handout hangout in the Gates building.  If you haven't been there before, it's right inside 
the entrance labeled “Stanford Engineering Venture Fund Laboratories.”  There will be a 
gray, metal filing cabinet with a slot labeled CS161 where you can drop off your solutions.

3. Send an email  with an electronic copy of your answers to the submission mailing list 
(cs161-sum1213-submissions@lists.stanford.edu) with the string “[PSn]”  in  the subject 
line, where  n  is the number of the problem set.  If you do submit electronically,  please 
submit your assignment as a single PDF.

mailto:cs161-sum1213-submissions@lists.stanford.edu
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Citation Policy
When writing up your solutions, you are free to cite any result from lecture, lecture notes, or (with 
some restrictions) Algorithm Design that you would like as long as you provide a citation.  When 
citing a result from Algorithm Design, you must not cite results that are given as exercises unless 
the answer to that exercise is also given.  If you cite any materials other than these in your solu-
tions, we may assess a penalty on your overall score.

If you work in a group, please make sure to cite all people you worked with.  As mentioned in the  
course information handout, you must write up your own solutions to each problem.

How We Grade
We will assign two scores to each problem – one for correctness and one for clarity.  The correct-
ness aspect of your grade pertains to how correct your solution is.  If you turn in a working algo-
rithm with a valid correctness proof and runtime analysis, you'll get full points here.  If your algo-
rithm is buggy, or your correctness proof is flawed, or your runtime analysis is incorrect, you will 
lose some of these points.

Your clarity score reflects how clean your submission is.  If you have a simple algorithm that runs 
correctly and write a short but elegant proof of correctness and runtime bounds, you'll get full 
credit for this part.  If your algorithm has unnecessary special-cases or could be easily be simpli-
fied, we may deduct points here.  Additionally, we will deduct points for proofs that are unclear or 
are far more complicated than necessary.

We assign two scores to each problem to encourage you to be critical of your answers.  This is a 
useful skill to have when designing and analyzing algorithms  and more generally when writing 
mathematical proofs.  If at any point you're curious whether one of your answers is sufficiently 
clean, you can always stop by office hours or email the staff list to have one of us look over it.

Describing Algorithms
When writing up an algorithm, you'll need to provide a description of how that algorithm works. 
At the start of the course, we'll use a lot of pseudocode, but as we progress later on we'll start to  
get progressively higher level in our descriptions.

As you write up an algorithm, you need to present enough detail so that you can accurately ana-
lyze the algorithm's correctness and runtime, but not so much detail that the high-level idea isn't  
clear.  It's perfectly fine to describe an algorithm in plain English as long as there's enough detail 
to recover how the algorithm works; in fact, we'd prefer this if possible.

You should try to avoid unnecessarily detailed pseudocode unless it's absolutely necessary for 
your analysis.  Low-level detailed pseudocode is  hard to understand, so if you do provide pseu-
docode be sure to provide lots of comments!

Proving Correctness
When designing algorithms, we require that you write a proof of correctness.  This should be a 
rigorous mathematical proof, rather than a general idea about why the algorithm works.

In many cases, we will ask a problem in plain English without providing any mathematical nota-
tion.  In that case, we suggest introducing symbols or terminology as appropriate when writing the 
proof.  Just make sure that what you have is still easy to read!
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Writing a correctness proof doesn't necessarily require going line-by-line through your algorithm 
and confirming that each step works.  If the operation of the algorithm is clear, you can just prove 
that the general process it follows will work correctly without referring to why each particular step 
in the algorithm is correct.

Analyzing Runtime
When analyzing the runtime of an algorithm, you do not need to call down to the underlying defi-
nition of O, Ω,  or Θ notation when proving upper or lower bounds.  It's fine to do an informal 
analysis (e.g. multiplying work done across all iterations by the number of iterations, or account-
ing for the work done by various code blocks across the entire algorithm runtime).  If you want to 
show that a function runs in time Θ(f(n)), be sure to justify why your bound is tight.  One option 
would be to prove that the function runs in time O(f(n)) and Ω(f(n)).  Another option would be to 
do a more precise accounting of the total work done by the function.

In some cases, we will ask you to use the formal definition of O, Ω, or Θ notation in a proof.  In 
that case, be sure to use the formal definitions of these terms.

Sample Problems
To give you a sense for what a good homework solution might look like,  we've provided these 
two sample problems along with solutions that would earn full credit.  We suggest taking some 
time to work through these problems so that you have a sense for how to solve them.

Sample Problem One: Finding a Pairwise Sum

You are given a sorted array  A of integers and a target number  k.  Let  n be the 
length of A.  Design an O(n)-time algorithm for determining whether there is a pair 
of values in  A sum up to exactly  k.  Your algorithm should use only O(1) addi-
tional space.

Sample Problem Two: Array Partitioning

You are given an array A and a predicate P.  Design an algorithm that rearranges 
the elements of  A so that all elements for which  P is false appear before all ele-
ments for which P is true.  Your algorithm should run in O(n) time and use O(1) 
additional space, where n is the size of the array.
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Solution to Sample Problem One:
Our algorithm will be as follows.  Set left = 0 and right = n – 1.  Then, repeat the following:

• If left = right, return false.

• Otherwise, if A[left] + A[right] = k, return true.

• Otherwise, if A[left] + A[right] > k, set right = right – 1.

• Otherwise (if A[left] + A[right] < k), set left = left + 1.

Correctness:

Let's define a valid pair to be a pair (i, j) such that i < j and A[i] + A[j] = k.  To prove correctness, 
we will show that the following is always true:

( ) If ★ (i, j) is valid pair, then left ≤ i < j ≤ right.

This statement is true when the algorithm begins, since any array indices i and j with i < j must be 
in the range 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n – 1, and initially left = 0 and right = n – 1.

Now suppose ( ) is true when the loop starts.  If ★ left = right, then by ( ) we know that no pair★  
exists in the array that can sum to k, because such a pair must satisfy left ≤ i < j ≤ left, which is im-
possible.  The loop then terminates (because the algorithm returns false), so ( ) still holds.★

Otherwise, if left < right, we consider three cases:

• Case 1: A[left] + A[right] = k.  Then the loop terminates, so ( ) ★ still holds.

• Case 2: A[left] + A[right] > k.  Since ( ) ★ holds on entry to the loop, we know that if there 
is a valid pair (i, j), then left ≤ i < j ≤ right.  Since array A is sorted, we know that for any 
m ≥ right that A[left] + A[m] ≥ A[left] + A[right] > k.  Consequently, if there is a valid pair, 
it cannot involve A[right].  Therefore, any valid pair must satisfy left ≤ i < j ≤ right – 1. 
Since in this case the algorithm decrements right, ( ) ★ still holds.

• Case 3: A[left] + A[right] < k.  Using similar logic to Case 2, we can show that if (i, j) is a 
valid pair, then it must satisfy left + 1 ≤ i < j ≤ right.  Since in this case the algorithm in-
crements left, ( ) ★ still holds.

Using the fact that ( ) ★ is true, we now argue correctness.  If the algorithm returns true, then there 
is a pair that sums to k; namely, it's (A[left], A[right]).  If the algorithm returns false, it must be the 
case that left = right.  By ( ), ★ we know that in this case, if there is a solution, it must satisfy left ≤ 
i < j ≤ right = left, which is impossible.  Thus no solution exists.  Therefore, the algorithm returns 
true iff there is a solution, so the algorithm is correct.

Runtime:

This algorithm runs in time O(n).  To see this, note that each iteration does O(1) work, then either 
increments left or decrements right.  This means that the quantity right – left decreases by one on 
each iteration.  Since the algorithm starts with right – left = n and terminates when right – left = 0, 
this means that algorithm runs for O(n) iterations.  Since each iteration does O(1) work, the total 
runtime is O(n).

Space Usage:

Since the algorithm only needs to store left, right, and O(1) temporary variables beyond its param-
eters, it uses only O(1) additional space.
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Solution to Sample Problem Two
Our algorithm is as follows: maintain two indices r and w, both initially 0.  Then, repeat the fol-
lowing:

• If r = n, the algorithm terminates.

• If P(A[r]) is false:

• Swap A[r] and A[w]

• Set w = w + 1

• Set r = r + 1

Correctness:

To show correctness, we will prove that the following is always true at the top of the loop:

( ) ★ P is false for all elements in A[0 … w–1] and true for all elements in A[w, r–1]

Assuming ( ) is always true at the top of the loop, then when the loop terminates (that is, ★ r = n), 
we have that P is false for all elements in A[0 … w – 1] and true for all elements in A[w, n – 1]. 
Thus all elements for which P is false precede the elements for which P is true.

To show that ( ) always holds, we ★ proceed by induction.  After 0 iterations of the loop, ( ) is★  
vacuously true because A[0 … w–1] = A[0 … -1] is empty and A[w, r–1] = A[0 … -1], which is 
also empty.

Now assume that after some number of iterations that ( ) is true.  We will prove ★ that ( ) is true★  
after the next iteration.  Let r  be the initial value of ₀ r on entry to the loop and w  be the initial₀  
value of w on entry to the loop.  Now, either P(A[r ]) is true or it is false.  We consider these inde₀ -
pendently:

Case 1: P(A[r ]) is true.  By  ₀ ( ),  ★ we know  P is false for all  A[0 …  w  – 1] and true for all₀
A[w₀ … r  – 1].  Since ₀ P(A[r ]) is true, ₀ we know that P is true for all A[w₀ … r₀].  Since at 
the end of the loop w = w₀ and r = r₀ + 1, this means ( ) ★ still holds at the end of this iteration.

Case 2: P(A[r₀]) is false.  By ( ),  ★ we know  P is false for all  A[0 …  w  – 1] and true for all₀
A[w  ₀ … r  – 1].  ₀ We then swap A[r₀] and A[w₀].  Since A[r₀] is false, this now means that P is 
false for all A[0 … w₀].  If w  = ₀ r , then it's vacuously true that ₀ P is true for all elements in the 
range A[w  … ₀ r  – 1].  Otherwise, if ₀ w  ≠ ₀ r , then since we know that ₀ A[w ] was true on entry₀  
to the loop iteration, we now know that P is true for all elements in A[w₀ + 1, r₀].  Since at the 
end of this iteration w = w₀ + 1 and r = r₀ + 1, this means( ) ★ still holds at the end of this itera-
tion. ■

Runtime:

To show that this algorithm terminates in O(n) time, note that the loop runs n times, each time do-
ing O(1) work.  Therefore, the algorithm runs in O(n) time.

Space Usage:

Since the algorithm only needs to store r, w, and O(1) temporary variables beyond its parameters, 
it uses only O(1) additional space.


